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Introduetion 

The project study based on Ratio malysis o Nu Tulers Murdeshwar", Ams 
analyzing the linancial leasibility of conuy, In lems of liqudity tuover 
solvency and profitability through rutio unlysis techniques, katio unulysin is techoiqie 
used as a benchmark for evaluting the finuciul position umd perfonnce of le lHm, 

Ratio analysis is an accounting tool, which cn be uscd to mewe the olveney. ie 

protitability. and the overall inaneial strengh of busincs, by analyziy 

A ratio is simple arithmetical expression of the relationsbip ol onc numher lo nother. It 

may be defined as the indicnted quotient of two mathematieal expressions. 

According to Accountant"s Handbook by Wixon, Kell nd Bedlord, "a ratio is an 
expression of the quantitative relationship between two numbers": 

Ratio Analysis: - Ratio analysis is the proces8 of determining and presenting the 
relationship of items and group of items in the statements. According to Batty J. 

Management Accounting "Ratio can assist management in its basic functions of 

forecasting, planning coordination, control and communication". 

It is helpful to know about the liquidity, solvency, caupital structure and profitability of an 

organization. It is helpful tool to aid in applying judgment, otherwise complex situations. 

Trading companies are businesses working with diflerent kinds of products which are sold 

for consumer, business or government purposes. Trading companies buy a specialized 

shop and deliver products to customer. In the 
range of products, maintain a stock or a 

modern context, "trading company" mainly refers to global B2B traders, highly specialized 

in one goods category and with a strong logistics organization. Changes in practical 

conditions such as faster distribution, computing and modern marketing have led to 

changes in their business models. 
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its financial accounts (specifically the balunce shect and the prolit and ko accoml). 



Suggest 

Bascd on the findings ,of the prescnt study, the following suggestions are offered: The firm has a better business prospect and hence it is strongly recommended that the firm 
thinks ; of further product diversification which could add value to the business and generate more revenue through incrcased sales. 

The 
entrepreneur may prOvIde better training to operating staff so that inventory management under control. 

business being lucrative, It is suggested that the firm may open few more branches 
.he service to the customers in other prime locations so that revenue can be 

increased. 

The establishment does not have its own delivery system with its own vehicle which 

ases inconvenience to the customers to hire own vehicles even for tiny purchases. 
Inventory position needs to be focused more by the firm so that inventory holding 

neriod does cross normal periods resulting in additional cost of inventory holding. 

Conclusion 

Finally, to conclude, it can be inferred that overall the firm has been doing well and also 

has better business prospects for the future to0 which need to be tapped properly and 

opportunities should be encashed. Business ethics, prompt service, additional offerings 

to the customers in terms of rebate and discounts, gift coupons etc could go a long way 

in strengthening the firm to gear up to face the future challenges. As it is rightly said, it 

Is the stronger species that last long and the firm should do whatever is needed in this 

regard". 
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